GMT CORPORATION

Local business thriving with
vision for long-term growth
History
GMT, which was founded as a family
business in 1973, has grown to be one of the
largest employers in the region, as well as a
top U.S. manufacturer of precision
machined & fabricated parts and assemblies. It has evolved over several decades
from a small machining and fabrication job
shop to a mission critical production parts
supplier to many household OEM names in
end markets such as agriculture, defense,
wind energy, mining, construction, aerospace, and oil and gas. Although the company is no longer a family business, it still
maintains that same feel and approach
toward people in both the company and in
the community. The business operates on a
three-facility manufacturing footprint of
just under 500,000 square feet: welding and
fabrication, CNC machining and large part
CNC machining. All three plants are within
a few miles of each other near Main Street
in Waverly.
2020 challenges, accomplishments
Through most of 2020, GMT suffered
similarly to other companies in the Cedar
Valley experiencing lost business, supply
chain disruptions and manpower challenges due to COVID-19. The initial outbreaks
in March hit when the company was beginning to execute on a multi-year growth
strategy that included significant investments into operations, quality and sales &
marketing. “The timing could not have
been more unfortunate. Here we were
investing into growth in an otherwise
robust economy, and then COVID hit," said
Steve Snedegar, GMT president and CEO.
Despite those challenges, the GMT team
stayed the course and delivered on some
remarkable achievements in delivery, quality, safety, plant production capability and
ultimately, started growing the business
through the coronavirus pandemic.
“We made meaningful investments into
growth including bringing on top talent,
acquiring new production machining
assets and automation technology, deploying Lean and visual management processes
and building out a robust quality management system," Snedegar said. The company
was able to pivot from sales declines to
sales growth, and achieved historical best
performances in on time delivery, quality
PPM and safety metrics.
GMT aspires to be the best possible
partner to customers. Dan Nibe, the new
vice president of operations, said, “this past
year our, operations team adopted the
mantra of ‘Perfect Parts on Time.' It has
become more than just a catchy sounding
phrase, however. It’s now our rally cry.”
The operations team deployed lean
practices, invested heavily into both initial
onboarding and ongoing cross training for
production employees and deployed a
world class quality system – all during the
pandemic.
These efforts ultimately resulted in several consecutive months with zero quality
'Perfect Parts on Time' signage in all
facilities escapes and with near perfect on
time delivery.
GMT's customers really noticed the performance improvements, resulting in an
acceleration to commercial growth efforts
also underway.
“We are proud to announce that GMT
achieved John Deere ‘Partner’ status in
2020, something that is extremely difficult
to do," Nibe said.
In addition to quality and delivery performance all-time highs, the company
achieved all-time low injury rates. “In 2020,
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we were able to reduce 'Lost Time Incident
Rates' (LTIR) and 'DART' rates by an order
of magnitude over prior years," said Jamie
Benson, GMT director of talent and culture.
Partnering with its safety supplier, the
GMT team improved processes and ushered in cultural changes to achieve industry
best-in-class performance. It also incorporated Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and Iowa Department of Health
COVID-19 safety guidelines including a
30-minute gap between shifts to allow
employees time to clean and sanitize work
areas and then exit the building before the
next shift arrives.
With respect to accomplishments, GMT
invested into new machining, fabrication
and automation assets to diversify their
business and expand both capacity and
operational capability.
“We made numerous investments into
our manufacturing centers including a
plasma cutting table, additional press break
and cutting capability, new CNC machining
centers and robotics," Snedegar said.
"Those assets are now coming online in
2021 and are a key element of our growth
strategy."
2021 and beyond: Vision for the future
“Our first 48 years have been really
great," Snedegar said. "Our next 50 are
going to be legendary!” He came on board
as GMT president and CEO in early 2020
and quickly rallied the team around the
most strategically important priority: diversified growth. As a longtime strategic partner to several extremely large customers,
the GMT executive team created a multiyear plan to not just strengthen, but to
bullet-proof both operational and financial
elements of the business.
“If we want to create a financially and
operationally super-stable organization, we
must diversify our end vertical market rev-
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enue sources," Snedegar said. "Achieving
that makes us a great place to work if you
are an employee and a great company to
partner with as a customer.”
Diversified, profitable growth is the outcome the GMT leadership team envisions.
The strategy to get there includes additional investments into operational capabilities, more capacity, robotics and automation, a best-in-class talent and culture “ecosystem” and a continuous improvement
team focused on improving everything the
company does from productivity to quality
to safety.
“We’ve built a production machine that
can now produce 'Perfect Parts on Time,'"
Nibe said of the dependencies between
successful strategy and execution. "It’s up
to us to execute. That’s a given and table
stakes here at GMT." The company expects
to continue winning new customer business, and with each win re-assess options
to expand on capability and capacity. They
are committed to automation technology,
citing the many benefits of robotic manufacturing including productivity, quality
and capacity expansion. “We anticipate
those investments to be in robotic welding,
CNC multi-axis machining, CNC lathe/mill
robotics and supply chain automation,”
Snedegar said.
This past year, the talent and culture
team reorganized into departments including
"Recruiting,"
"Training
and
Development," "HR Business Partnership,"
and "Environmental Health and Safety."
“We created and deployed new tools and
processes to help us improve effectiveness
and streamline how those functions operate," Benson said. "We have a great base to
work from this year.”
Future plans include deploying a more
comprehensive rewards and recognition
program that better aligns compensation to
business results, a robust apprenticeship
program to “home grow” talent, and a

training program that can produce the best
and most cross-trained people in the
business.
“We are only as good as the people that
walk through our doors every day, and we
have really good people here!” Benson said.
With respect to fueling that growth with
the proper talent, the company shared the
signage greeting employees at entrances to
each facility future of recruiting success will
rely heavily on successfully finding and
relocating talent from outside the Cedar
Valley.
“With historic lows in regional unemployment, there simply are not enough
experienced people in the market seeking
employment to fill all of the new roles we
require," Benson said. They have a robust
process for securing non-local talent and
have brought dozens of new employees and
their families to the Waverly, Cedar Falls
and Waterloo markets.
“We are proud to help bring new jobs
and new neighbors to the area," Benson
added.
Lastly, continuous improvement is a top
strategic priority for GMT. Its belief on continuous improvement is when dedicated
resources are focused solely on improving
the business, the result is more perfect
parts, fewer safety incidents, better productivity, and of course, better profitability.
“We have committed to customers that
as we find points of improvement in our
cost basis, that we will share those savings
with them. It’s one of our beliefs and a pillar
in our strategic plan," Snedegar said.
In summary, GMT has been in business
for nearly 50 years and has found a way to
not just survive, but thrive through one of
the most challenging periods in recent history, the COVID-19 pandemic. They have
created a strategy and plans to be not just
their best, but perhaps the best in their
industry.
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